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Chapter 931: Allergen 

 

Jiang Ran took out the catkins and sprinkled them out through the gap of the lid. 

Jiang Yu and Sister Xia were engrossed in their conversation and didn’t notice the catkins floating in 

from the vent. 

By the time she noticed them, the catkins were already floating all over the ground. 

“Yawn!” Jiang Yu sneezed from the tickling of the flying catkins. 

“Aiyo! What is this thing!” Only then did Sister Xia notice the flying catkins floating in the air and on the 

ground. 

“It’s the flying catkins... Yawn!” Before Jiang Yu could finish her sentence, she sneezed again. 

“Why is there such a thing in the lounge!” Sister Xia hurriedly led Jiang Yu out of the lounge. “We have 

to call the cleaning staff over to clean it up!” 

Sister Xia called the cleaning staff over and told her to clean up the lounge before she turned to look at 

Jiang Yu. 

With just a glance, Sister Xia saw that her exposed skin was starting to turn red and there were many 

red spots on it. 

“Jiang Yu? What’s wrong with you? Are you allergic?” Sister Xia looked at Jiang Yu’s expression and 

started to panic. 

“I don’t know...” Jiang Yu’s voice became softer and softer until her head started to spin. 

“Jiang Yu!” Sister Xia grabbed Jiang Yu’s shoulder, worried that something would happen to her. “I’ll 

help you sit down. Don’t be afraid. I’ll call an ambulance right now!” 

Sister Xia placed Jiang Yu on a chair and quickly called the hospital. 

The director also noticed the situation and walked over to ask, “What’s wrong?” 

When Sister Xia saw the director, her heart was once again filled with anger. “What’s going on in your 

lounge? Why is there something like flying catkins?!” 

The director was also very surprised. “Huh? That can’t be possible, right? Our lounge has been cleaned 

for the past few days. How could there be something like flying catkins?” 

“You’re still trying to quibble?!” Sister Xia became even angrier. “If you don’t believe me, then go and 

take a look now! See if the cleaner cleaned up flying catkins!” 

For a moment, the director didn’t know what to do. He could only ask, “Then what do we do now?” 



Sister Xia was so anxious that tears were rolling in her eyes. “What else can we do? Of course we have to 

send Jiang Yu to the hospital! We’re not participating in today’s event. If we participate in it again, Jiang 

Yu might lose her life!” 

“Okay, okay...” The director could only nod his head uncontrollably. 

The ambulance arrived very quickly and brought Jiang Yu and Sister Xia to the hospital. 

Jiang Yu was pushed into the emergency room. Sister Xia waited anxiously outside. Her eyes were red 

and cold sweat kept flowing down her face. 

It was unknown how much time had passed before the lights in the emergency room were turned off. 

The doctor walked out. Sister Xia hurriedly walked forward and asked, “Doctor, how is Jiang Yu?” 

The doctor said, “She was sent here in time and is fine. If we delay any longer, her life might be in 

danger. After she wakes up, we will do another check-up. After we confirm that she is fine, she can be 

discharged from the hospital.” 

“That’s good, that’s good...” Only then did Sister Xia heave a sigh of relief. “Doctor, What’s wrong with 

her?” 

The doctor explained, “From the looks of it, she’s probably allergic to catkins. Didn’t she have any 

previous allergies in this area?” 

Sister Xia thought for a long time and confirmed that Jiang Yu had no previous allergies. 

“No.” 

“But there are very few catkins in this season. If you want to cause such a big allergic reaction, you need 

a lot of catkins. Where did you go today?” The Doctor was puzzled. 

“We only went to the venue of a press conference...” Sister Xia pondered and thought of the flocs in the 

lounge. 

“No matter where you went, since this happened today, you have to pay attention in the future. The 

patient is very sensitive to flocs. If you stay in a place with more flocs for more than ten minutes, your 

life will be in danger,” The Doctor explained the precautions to Sister Xia. 

“Okay, we will definitely take note. Thank you, doctor,” Sister Xia repeatedly thanked him. 

“It’s okay.” The doctor waved his hand and left. 

Sister Xia quickly went into the ward to check on Jiang Yu’s condition. When she saw that Jiang Yu’s 

breathing was stable, she was completely relieved. 

Fortunately, they left the lounge in time, so Jiang Yu’s allergy was not serious. Under the Doctor’s 

treatment, Jiang Yu quickly woke up. 

“Jiang Yu! You’re awake!” Sister Xia shouted excitedly. 

Jiang Yu’s mind went blank the moment she opened her eyes. After a while, she remembered that she 

had been admitted to the hospital because of her body. 



“What happened to me?” Jiang Yu asked. 

Sister Xia poured Jiang Yu a glass of water and then sat down by the bed. She said, “You’re allergic to 

catkins, and it’s a very serious allergy!” 

Chapter 932: Completely Desolate 

 

Jiang Yu drank a mouthful of water and was also shocked by this news. “I’m allergic to catkins? But I’ve 

never had such an allergy before?” 

“I didn’t before, but I do now. The Doctor also said that this is a lesson. Stay away from catkins in the 

future,” Sister Xia said. “Do you remember? It’s not just catkins, but all catkins.” 

“I understand,” Jiang Yu muttered, there was still one thing that she didn’t understand. “But why are 

there catkins in the lounge? When we went in, it was clearly very clean. How could there suddenly be so 

many catkins?” 

“I’m not sure either.” Sister Xia sighed. “There are no surveillance cameras at the entrance of the 

lounge. We have no idea who did it.” 

“Did that person know that I’m allergic to catkins?” Jiang Yu was still thinking. “But I only found out 

about it this time. Could it be that someone else knew about it before me?” 

“No one should know about it.” Sister Xia was also puzzled, “Then the catkins couldn’t have drifted in for 

no reason, right? Not to mention why so many catkins drifted in at once. In this season, there were very 

few catkins.Moreover, this isn’t the countryside. How can there be so many flying catkins?” 

Jiang Yu pondered for a while, but she still couldn’t come to a conclusion. 

The only thing she could be sure of was that this must be man-made. 

“Could it be… Jiang Ran?” After thinking for a long time, Sister Xia suddenly thought of her. 

“Jiang Ran?” Jiang Yu was stunned. 

“Yes, didn’t we see Jiang Ran at the venue?” Sister Xia said, “It’s not like she’s going to participate in this 

public service film. Then why is she here? Even though she’s dressed like a staff member, she’s such a 

proud person. How could she be a part-time worker at a small venue?” 

Jiang Yu fell silent. She felt that what Sister Xia said made sense. 

However, she couldn’t rule out the possibility that Li Yue had once again bribed others and wanted to 

harm herself through this matter. 

However, whether it was Jiang Ran, Li Yue, or Qin Yuan, the mastermind behind this matter still needed 

to be verified. 

“Since you’re awake, I’ll call the Doctor over to give you a checkup.” Sister Xia said as she called the 

doctor over. 



The doctor came in and gave Jiang Yu a simple checkup. After making a simple record, he said, “It’s 

nothing serious. You can be discharged after going through the procedures.” 

“Okay.” 

Sister Xia went out to go through the discharge procedures and brought Jiang Yu back with her. 

Due to Jiang Yu’s health, Sister Xia decided to let her go home and rest for a while. She would come back 

to work after she had recovered. 

However, Jiang Yu was still worried about the opening ceremony. “What about the opening ceremony?” 

“It’s okay. I’ve already told the director that I won’t be attending today’s event.” 

“Alright then.” Jiang Yu had no choice but to give up and obediently go back to rest. 

Before Sister Xia left, she told her, “Today’s opening ceremony is a live broadcast. After it ends, there 

should be a rebroadcast on the internet. If you’re bored, just watch that.” 

“Mm, that’s fine too.” Jiang Yu nodded. 

The moment she returned to her bedroom, she switched on her phone. 

Although the live broadcast had not ended, there was already a delayed version of the video on the 

Internet. It was delayed by nearly five minutes compared to the normal live broadcast. 

Jiang Yu clicked on the video and fast-forwarded to Li Yue’s location. 

In the video, Li Yue was dressed very demure and magnanimous. One look and one could tell that she 

was a gentle and magnanimous woman. 

When she looked at Qin Yuan again, she could not describe what she felt. Thick makeup coupled with a 

light and elegant gown, no matter how she looked at it, it was very out of place. 

However, she seemed to have become gentler compared to before, so everyone’s cheers for her were 

also very high. 

Jiang Yu watched the dance that Li Yue had meticulously prepared and couldn’t help but sigh in her 

heart. “I really don’t know how long she has been preparing for, waiting to shine on this day.” 

Meanwhile, Qin Yuan’s expression started to turn ugly after Li Yue had finished dancing. However, she 

quickly changed her expression and brought up Jiang Yu. “Oh right, I remember that we have three 

female guests today. Why are there only the two of us? Where’s Jiang Yu? Is she late?” 

The director awkwardly explained, “No, Jiang Yu has gone to the hospital due to health reasons.” 

“She’s already gone to the hospital? Is it that serious?” Qin Yuan pretended to be shocked, but in reality, 

she couldn’t stop smiling. “After the opening ceremony is over, I must go and see her.” 

“Why are you pretending to be a good person now?” Jiang Yu looked at Qin Yuan’s expression and 

goosebumps rose all over her body. 

Li Yue followed closely behind Qin Yuan and said, “I’ll go and see her too. Let’s go together.” 



Chapter 933: Red Rash 

 

Qin Yuan smiled and said, “Sure, let’s go together.” 

Qin Yuan didn’t like Li Yue because in her eyes, compared to Jiang Yu who was lucky enough to win the 

Movie Queen award, Li Yue was a bigger threat to her. 

But in front of the public, Qin Yuan still had to protect her image. 

Li Yue smiled and continued interacting with the audience. 

Jiang Yu looked at the two people in the video and didn’t believe that they would really come to visit 

her. 

She switched off her phone and lowered her head to look at the red rash on her body. 

Although she had taken medicine in the hospital and had already received an infusion, it was still a little 

itchy. Moreover, this was a place that Jiang Yu could see. She didn’t know if the red rash was serious or 

not in a place like her back that Jiang Yu couldn’t see. 

She even took some ointment from the hospital. After taking a shower at night, she applied it on the 

spot where the rash had appeared so that she could recover faster. 

However, Mo Long would see the rash on his body. He would be very worried then. 

When Mo Long came back from the office at night, he saw Jiang Yu sitting on the sofa with her hair wet 

and wearing a thin nightgown. 

“Why aren’t you drying your hair?” Mo Long smiled as he took off his coat and hung it on the clothes 

rack at the door. 

Jiang Yu looked at him. “I was waiting for you to come back and dry my hair.” 

Mo Long smiled as he walked over and picked up the hair dryer on the coffee table to dry Jiang Yu’s hair. 

When he lifted Jiang Yu’s hair, he saw a red rash on the back of her neck. 

“What’s going on?” Mo Long asked. 

Jiang Yu explained, “I’m allergic, but I’ve already gone to the hospital for a checkup. The doctor 

prescribed some medicine and it’ll be fine after a few days.” 

“That’s good.” Mo Long heaved a sigh of relief. “What kind of allergy is it?” 

“Catkin,” Jiang Yu said. “But it was just an accident this time. I’ll be more careful next time.” 

Mo Long didn’t say anything. Instead, he was calculating in his mind. He changed out all the cotton or 

other floc-like things in the house. 

After blowing out his hair, Mo Long asked, “Where’s the medicine the doctor prescribed?” 

Jiang Yu took the ointment from the coffee table and handed it to Mo Long. “This is it.” 



Mo Long took the ointment and carefully applied it on Jiang Yu’s neck. 

After applying the ointment on her neck, Mo Long asked again, “Other than her neck, where else?” 

Jiang Yu stretched out her arms and said softly, “There’s also some here and on my body.” 

Mo Long sighed helplessly and said, “Take off your clothes. I’ll apply it for you.” 

Jiang Yu obediently took off her nightgown and showed Mo Long her back. 

The densely packed red rash made Mo Long’s heart ache. “Why is it so serious?” 

Jiang Yu hesitated for a moment, but she still told Mo Long about the strange appearance of flying 

catkins in the lounge. 

Mo Long’s hand that was smearing the ointment paused for a moment, and his tone was a little cold. 

“Does that mean that someone is trying to harm you?” 

“It should be, but I don’t know who that person is.” Jiang Yu was also very puzzled, “At the opening 

ceremony, other than Li Yue and Qin Yuan, I don’t remember having any grudges with anyone. But I 

don’t think they would do such a thing at the venue, right?” 

Mo Long applied ointment on Jiang Yu as he said, “Other than them? Is there anyone else?” 

His tone was very cold, forming a sharp contrast with his gentle approach. 

Jiang Yu carefully recalled for a moment before recalling the Jiang Ran who had a very low presence. 

“Oh right, Jiang Ran went today as well. She was also a volunteer,” Jiang Yu said. 

“Jiang Ran? Is it her?” 

“I don’t know. But other than Li Yue and Qin Yuan, it’s Jiang ran. I can’t think of anyone else.”Jiang Yu 

shook his head. “But I’m not sure if it’s her. Maybe she really went to be a volunteer?” 

“Regardless of whether it’s her or not, Jiang ran’s appearance at the venue is already suspicious.”Mo 

Long said as if it was unintentional. “Don’t think too much. Don’t be in a bad mood because of this.” 

“I know.”Jiang Yu curled her lips. 

After Mo Long applied the ointment on Jiang Yu, he said, “I’m going upstairs to take a shower.” 

“Okay, okay. Go.” 

Jiang Yu took a magazine and sat on the sofa, reading it with great interest. 

Mo Long returned to the bedroom and gave Teng Yi a call, asking him to investigate everything that had 

happened during today’s opening ceremony. 

“The key investigation is to find out who put the flying catkins in the lounge.”Mo Long’s eyes were 

frighteningly cold. “After you find out who it is, tell me who it is, and then directly solve it.” 

Teng Yi replied, “Yes.” 

Mo Long hung up the phone and looked out the window with his eagle-like sharp eyes. 



Those who dared to harm Jiang Yu would end up worse than death. 

Whether it was boss Wang who kidnapped Jiang Yu or Yang Fen. 

Chapter 934: Delete Scenes 

 

After resting at home for a few days, Jiang Yu went to the filming location to shoot. 

Sister Xia was still a little worried about Jiang Yu’s health and wanted her to rest for a few more days. 

However, Jiang Yu insisted on coming to shoot. “I’ve already rested for a few days. If I don’t go and 

shoot, I’ll delay everyone’s progress.” 

Sister Xia couldn’t persuade her, so she could only agree. 

When they arrived at the filming location, they saw Li Yue filming while Qin Yuan was sitting on a chair, 

memorizing the script. 

“Jiang Yu is here?” 

When Qin Yuan saw Jiang Yu, she quickly put down the script in her hand and stood up, pretending to be 

enthusiastic. 

“Yes.” Jiang Yu didn’t accept Qin Yuan’s enthusiasm and only responded lightly. 

Qin Yuan felt a little awkward and didn’t say anything more. Instead, she sat back down and continued 

reading the script. 

Jiang Yu ignored her and chose a seat that was relatively far away from her. He also began to recite his 

lines. 

When Qin Yuan saw Jiang Yu walk so far away, she complained to her manager behind her in a low 

voice, “This Jiang Yu really doesn’t know what’s good for her. I’m so enthusiastic, yet she only replied 

with an ‘mhm’. Who is she looking down on? Does she really think she’s the movie queen?” 

The manager said helplessly, “But Jiang Yu is indeed the movie queen.” 

Qin Yuan gritted her teeth. “How can someone like her be worthy? Just wait and see. I will make her spit 

out this year’s Movie Queen award. Even if it’s not mine, it definitely won’t be in Jiang Yu’s hands!” 

Although the manager was helpless, Qin Yuan still knew how to compete and had a good attitude. 

Qin Yuan’s gaze was too sharp, and her resentment was also very strong. Even though Jiang Yu chose a 

position that was quite far away from her, she could still feel it. 

Not only Jiang Yu, even Sister Xia could faintly feel it. 

“What’s wrong with this Qin Yuan?” Sister Xia muttered, “I can feel her resentment even from such a 

distance. Is it really necessary? We didn’t steal her things, nor did we steal her things. Who is she 

showing her resentment to?” 

“You’ll get used to it.” Jiang Yu was already used to such things. “Isn’t she always like this?” 



“That’s true.” 

Jiang Yu read the script a few times and realized that she didn’t have many scenes. Her lines added up to 

no more than a hundred lines. 

After Sister Xia found out, she took the script again and went to the director. “Director, is this script 

really correct? This wasn’t the one that was given to me in the beginning. Jiang Yu doesn’t have that few 

scenes!” 

The director said in a troubled voice, “I really have no choice. This is what the investor said. He wants us 

to listen to Qin Yuan’s instructions. Qin Yuan said that she was concerned about Jiang Yu’s health, so she 

asked us to write less of her scenes. What can I do? I can only listen obediently.” 

“Who’s the investor?” Sister Xia couldn’t take it anymore. “He’s spending money to promote Qin Yuan. 

But isn’t he too indulgent with Qin Yuan? Doesn’t he know that Qin Yuan is so excessive on set?” 

“That investor is Qin Yuan’s father!” The director said, “I can’t afford to offend such a big shot, so I can 

only listen to him.” 

“You!” Sister Xia was so angry that she couldn’t speak. She simply threw the script in front of the 

director and angrily returned to Jiang Yu. 

“Why are you so angry?” Jiang Yu looked at Sister Xia and asked in confusion. 

“They deleted your scenes!” Sister Xia was so angry that her voice was trembling, “It’s a public service 

film, but there are only three main characters. Naturally, the more chances you have to show your face, 

the better. How can they delete your scenes?! isn’t it obvious that they don’t want you to show your 

face? !” 

“It’s fine.” Jiang Yu laughed. So Sister Xia was angry because of this matter. 

“How is it okay? It’s normal for Qin Yuan’s father to spend money to promote Qin Yuan. But can he 

control his own daughter? Why does she always like to stand in other people’s way?” Sister Xia felt like 

smoke was coming out of her head. 

“The entertainment industry has always been like this.” Jiang Yu shrugged. “Forget it. Since they want 

more opportunities to appear on camera, let’s give them all these opportunities.” 

“But… Sigh!” Sister Xia sighed and could only give up. 

Jiang Yu had been memorizing lines for the whole day, but no one came over to ask her to film. 

Just as Jiang Yu and Sister Xia were puzzled, they saw the director running over with an apologetic 

expression. “Jiang Yu, we won’t be able to film your scenes today. You should go back and rest first.” 

“Why wouldn’t we be able to film them?” Sister Xia was furious. “We came early in the morning and sat 

here memorizing lines for the entire day! You’re telling us that we won’t be able to film them? Then why 

didn’t you tell us earlier?!” 

The director said awkwardly, “I didn’t expect such a situation to happen either. I’m really sorry.” 

Chapter 935: Qin Yuan’s Mental Breakdown 



 

Sister Xia still wanted to say something, but Jiang Yu stopped her. Then, she smiled and said, “It’s alright. 

When you’ve confirmed when you can shoot my scenes, you can call again. It’ll save us a lot of wasted 

time.” 

“Okay, okay!” The director nodded repeatedly. 

Jiang Yu and Sister Xia left the set. Sister Xia could no longer suppress her anger. She stood at the door 

and scolded loudly, “If you can shoot this movie, then do it. If you can’t, then don’t! With so many 

actions now, who are you bullying?!” 

The security guard at the door walked over and shouted, “Don’t make a racket here! What kind of place 

do you think this is?!” 

The noise was so loud that it attracted people from the set to come out and watch the show. 

“What’s going on?” The director quickly stepped out to smooth things over. “Don’t quarrel. Everyone, 

be more amiable.” 

The security guard pointed at Sister Xia and said, “Director, it’s her voice that’s too loud. Even if she’s an 

artiste’s manager, she shouldn’t be so arrogant, right?” 

“When have I ever been arrogant? Don’t make things up!” Sister Xia retorted. 

“Alright! Stop arguing!” The director shouted. 

“Aiya, why are you arguing?” Qin Yuan walked out from the crowd behind them and laughed 

hysterically. 

“Isn’t it all because of you?” Sister Xia looked at her. “I asked the director to cut out Jiang Yu’s scenes! 

It’s a public service film to begin with. If the chances of her appearing on camera are getting fewer and 

fewer, it’s better not to film it!” 

“Then don’t film it.” Qin Yuan was still smiling. “I was thinking about Jiang Yu’s health, so I asked the 

director to cut out her scenes.” 

She smiled innocently, as if she was really thinking about Jiang Yu. 

Sister Xia was choked by her words and couldn’t say a word. 

“Jiang Yu, you should take good care of your manager,” Qin Yuan said sarcastically. “After all, she’s a top 

manager in the entertainment industry. Why can’t she even control her emotions?” 

“Qin Yuan, thank you for your reminder.” Jiang Yu’s eyes turned cold, “But I still advise you to take care 

of your own affairs first. Whether it’s your father who wants to spend money to promote you, others, or 

yourself who wants to climb up, if you never pay attention to your own strength and only like to hear 

the words ‘you are better than others’ in other people’s mouths, then you won’t be able to improve in 

your lifetime.” 

Qin Yuan’s expression became awkward, and she bit her tongue as she spoke. “You, don’t talk 

nonsense! Am I, am I not good at acting? Is what they said wrong?” 



“Who knows?” Jiang Yu shrugged. “I just want to tell you that improving one’s acting skills is something 

every actor has to do, and it’s something they have to do for the rest of their lives.” 

“I don’t need you to lecture me! I’m warning you, stay away from me!” Qin Yuan was already a little 

angry, and her tone of voice gradually became higher. 

“I don’t care about you. I just want to remind you to improve yourself and stop scheming against others. 

Qin Yuan, I respect you as a senior, but this doesn’t mean that you can do whatever you want, and I 

have to swallow my anger.” Jiang Yu took out the spare script from her bag, she threw it at Qin Yuan’s 

feet. 

“What… What do you mean?” Qin Yuan exclaimed. 

“Don’t misunderstand. I still want to shoot this movie. I don’t want the scenes that have been cut. I’ll 

give all these opportunities to be on camera to you guys.” 

Jiang Yu smiled, but there was no warmth in her voice. “But even if I give you guys so many 

opportunities to be on camera, you still won’t get what you didn’t get before.” 

As she spoke, Jiang Yu turned around and left. 

Sister Xia followed closely behind. 

Li Yue and Qin Yuan knew that Jiang Yu was talking about the best actress award. What she meant was 

— if you didn’t get the Moive Queen award before, then you still won’t get it this time. 

“What does she mean by this? !” After Qin Yuan figured it out, she was instantly enraged and stepped 

on the script fiercely. “What right does this Jiang Yu have to lecture me here?! Eh? Does she look down 

on me?!” 

Li Yue glanced at Qin Yuan from the corner of her eyes and said with a gentle smile, “You’re not 

delusional, are you? Why does everyone think that others look down on you?” 

“You!” Qin Yuan was stopped by Li Yue’s words and didn’t refute. 

However, she was still very angry in her heart. She wished that she could catch Jiang Yu in front of her 

and then humiliate her ruthlessly. 

On the way back, Sister Xia said, “Jiang Yu, you were really handsome just now. You actually dared to 

quarrel with the daughter of the investor in front of so many people.” 

“I didn’t. I just reminded her what she should and shouldn’t do,” Jiang Yu said helplessly. “No one cares 

about Qin Yuan’s spirit. If this continues, something will happen sooner or later.” 

Chapter 936: What happened to Jiang Ran 

 

“Why are you worried about her? If something really happened to her, it’s her own fault! She Can’t 

blame anyone else,” Sister Xia said. 



“If she has a brain, she will learn.” Jiang Yu looked out of the window. “If she doesn’t have a brain, then 

no wonder no one didn’t warn her.” 

Speaking of this, Sister Xia suddenly remembered what happened on the day of the opening ceremony. 

She still didn’t know who the person who wanted to harm Jiang Yu was, so she asked, “Jiang Yu, do you 

know who did that thing in the lounge?” 

Jiang Yu shook her head. “I don’t know yet. I’ve been resting at home recently, and I haven’t been to the 

venue to take a look. I don’t know if there are any surveillance cameras nearby, nor do I know how 

many days the surveillance cameras automatically cover up.” 

“Then it’s really difficult to investigate this matter.” Sister Xia sighed. “What about Mo Long? Doesn’t he 

know about this matter?” 

“I know, but I didn’t ask him to help me investigate. He’s been very busy with work recently, and he 

always comes back late.” Jiang Yu still felt a little sorry for Mo Long’s recent high-intensity work, “I don’t 

want to delay his work time because of such a small matter. If I can find out on my own, I’ll solve it 

myself. If I really can’t find out, then forget it. Anyway, I have nothing to do. This matter will be treated 

as a lesson.” 

“Alright.” 

The car first sent Jiang Yu back to Mo Garden. The house was brightly lit, so Mo Long should have 

returned. 

Jiang Yu hurriedly walked in and saw Mo Long sitting on the sofa talking on the phone. 

Jiang Yu didn’t hear him clearly, but she vaguely heard the word “Jiang Ran.”. 

She walked over and sat down. She didn’t ask Mo Long until he finished talking on the phone, “What 

happened to Jiang Ran?” 

Mo Long explained, “The person who made you allergic is Jiang Ran. I’ve already asked Teng Yi to bring 

her to the police station. She will be sentenced for ‘intentional injury’.” 

“So it really is… Jiang Ran?” Jiang Yu paused, not knowing what she was expecting at the beginning. 

Perhaps she thought Jiang Ran had changed. Even if she didn’t like her, she no longer had the intention 

to harm her. 

But the facts proved that this was indeed a wish that couldn’t be fulfilled. 

“It’s her. There are surveillance cameras at the venue. They’ve recorded everything,” Mo Long said, “Sun 

You has also broken off the engagement with her. Jiang Hai doesn’t recognize her as his daughter, so no 

one will bail her out. You can rest assured.” 

“What’s there to be worried about?” Jiang Yu smiled, revealing a bitter expression. 

Forget it. Things had already come to this. It would be ridiculous if she still harbored any thoughts of 

“Turning over a new leaf” toward Jiang Ran. 



Jiang Yu thought for a moment and said, “I’ll go and see Jiang Ran tomorrow. I don’t know when I’ll see 

her again after I’m in prison this time.” 

“Okay, I’ll send someone to follow you.” 

“No need.” Jiang Yu smiled and said, “It’s just visiting the police station. It’s not dangerous. Why do you 

need to send someone to follow you? Even if something really happened, aren’t there still police?” 

“No, I’m still worried.” Mo Long shook his head and pulled Jiang Yu into his arms. “I must find someone 

to follow you and pay attention to your safety at all times.” 

“Okay, okay, okay.” Jiang Yu had no choice but to agree to Mo Long’s request. 

The next day, Jiang Yu did not receive a call from the director or Sister Xia. She put on her clothes and 

went to the police station. 

Jiang Ran was dressed in a prisoner’s uniform. Her face was like the one Jiang Yu had a few days ago. 

She had a lot of rashes. 

Jiang Yu looked Jiang Ran up and down and asked, “Is it mango allergy?” 

Although it was a question, it was a statement. 

Jiang Ran glared at her, “Isn’t it all because of you? If you hadn’t complained, would Mo Long have 

caught me? After catching me, he even had people rub mangoes on my body. Do you know how 

disgusting it is?! I’m going to vomit, or even die! He doesn’t even have the intention to stop!” 

Jiang Ran shouted until her throat was almost hoarse, and her eyes were red as if blood was about to 

drip out. 

Jiang Yu just looked at her unhurriedly and said slowly, “When I was allergic to catkins, it was more or 

less the same. You just felt what I felt again, why can’t you take it anymore?” 

“What? It’s just catkins? Is it that uncomfortable?” Jiang Ran didn’t believe that Jiang Yu’s allergy was so 

serious. 

“Then what you have is just a mango, but a fruit that can be eaten?” Jiang Yu looked at Jiang Ran and 

asked with a smile. 

“You…” Jiang Ran was speechless for a moment, and after a long time, she said, “Let me tell you, you’re 

just a little more confident now! Wait for me to go out in a few days, you’ll see!” 

“No one is coming to ransom you out, you’d better give up this idea,” Jiang Yu said lightly. 

“How is it possible?” Jiang Ran did not believe. 

Chapter 937: Jiang Ran’s Repentance 

 

Of course, Jiang Ran didn’t believe it, because even if Sun You and Jiang Hai were disappointed in her, 

Wei Juan wouldn’t. 



But Jiang Yu said to her, “Sun You broke off the engagement with you, and Jiang Hai began to dislike you 

because of that matter. Do you think Wei Juan will come and spend money to save you? Do you think 

she is rich, or will Jiang Hai give her money?” 

Jiang Ran was stunned and looked at Jiang Yu in disbelief. She asked in surprise, “How did you know?!” 

“Is it hard to guess?” Jiang Yu looked at her. “Why do you think Sun You wanted to marry you in the first 

place? And Jiang Hai, didn’t you see how he behaved in the Kang family at that time?” 

Jiang Ran was speechless because Jiang Yu was right. 

However, she was still unconvinced. She didn’t want to lose face in front of Jiang Yu, therefore, Jiang 

Ran still hardened her neck and said, “What do you know? Sun You didn’t cancel the engagement with 

me! This is all your imagination. Sun You will come to save me!” 

“You are so sure? Okay, then tell me, why did you abort the child?” Jiang Yu asked back. 

Jiang Ran paused and realized that Jiang Yu already knew about her. 

After a long while, Jiang Ran said, “Jiang Yu, are you here to make fun of me?” 

Jiang Yu’s tone was relaxed. “No. There’s nothing to make fun of.” 

“Then why are you here? Do you want to say that you’re here to save me?” Jiang Ran smiled self-

deprecatingly. 

“Of course not,” Jiang Yu said. 

“Then why are you here? Aren’t you here to make fun of me?” 

“You can think whatever you want.” Jiang Yu shrugged. “You should reflect on what you’ve done while 

you’re in prison. I hope that the day you get out of here, you’ll realize your mistake.” 

“If there’s nothing else, hurry up and leave. Don’t be an eyesore here.” Jiang Ran waved her hand 

impatiently. “I thought you came here out of kindness, but it turns out you’re just here to say something 

that doesn’t hurt.” 

“As you wish, I’ll go back first.” As she said that, Jiang Yu left the police station. 

Jiang Ran kept her head down until Jiang Yu’s figure disappeared. Only then did she raise her head, her 

eyes already filled with tears. 

She had never thought that such a day would come for her, much less that when this day arrived, the 

only person who remembered her was Jiang Yu. 

Could it be that she had done too many bad things to Jiang Yu, which was why she had been holding a 

grudge until now? 

But no matter what the reason was, Jiang Ran did not want to think about it anymore. In any case, she 

was going to spend the rest of her life in this prison, so there was no point in thinking too much about it. 

“If I had known, if I had known… I would have treated you better back then.” Jiang Ran could no longer 

hold back her tears, and they fell like beads with a broken string. 



She was indeed feeling a little regretful now, but it was already beyond redemption. 

She closed her eyes and allowed the police to bring her back to her cell. 

Jiang Yu left the police station and took a car back to Mo Garden. Since she didn’t have any filming tasks 

today, she might as well go home and have a good rest. 

However, as soon as she got home, she received a call from Sister Xia. “Jiang Yu, the director wants me 

to tell you that your scenes will be filmed this afternoon.” 

“Got it.” After hanging up the phone, Jiang Yu took a car to the filming location. 

Sister Xia had already arrived. She was standing at the door with the director, arguing about something. 

Jiang Yu got off the car and walked over, then, she heard Sister Xia say loudly, “Aren’t you guys being 

too much of a bully? Forget about the scenes from before, there are still more than ten scenes left! 

What are we going to do now? Cut more than ten scenes to two scenes? Then what’s the name of the 

third female lead? Let’s just say that she’s a well-known supporting actress!” 

Jiang Yu stopped in her tracks and roughly understood what he meant. 

It turned out that the director had cut her scenes again, from more than ten scenes to two scenes. He 

might have thought that two scenes were very difficult to shoot, so he had called him over. As long as all 

the scenes were shot this afternoon, the director would no longer have to think about “Jiang Yu” in the 

future. 

It seemed that this Qin Yuan really dared to do it. 

Jiang Yu walked over and smiled. “What’s wrong? I saw you two standing at the door arguing from afar.” 

Sister Xia was so angry that she turned her face away and said, “I won’t say anything else. Jiang Yu, listen 

to what the director has to say to you.” 

The director was in a very difficult position, he said, “I’m sorry, Jiang Yu. The investors suddenly came 

over and requested that it shouldn’t be longer than an hour because they wanted the effect of a small 

movie. Li Yue and Qin Yuan’s scenes have already been shot a lot. No matter how the post-production is 

cut, as long as your scenes are added, it will be longer than an hour. So we can only cut out your scenes. 

Don’t mind it.” 

Chapter 938: Only Two Scenes Left 

 

Upon hearing the director’s words, Sister Xia’s anger flared up again. “Why don’t you mind? If you’re not 

going to cut out Li Yue and Qin Yuan’s scenes, why are you cutting out Jiang Yu’s scenes? What, do you 

think we’re easy to bully?” 

“No, no, no, I wouldn’t dare. Sister Xia, you’re a top manager in the entertainment industry,” the 

director hurriedly explained. “The artistes you brought out must be top-notch as well. How would we 

dare to bully you?” 



“It’s good that you know. Then why aren’t you adding Jiang Yu’s scenes back?!” Sister Xia shouted 

angrily. 

The director was in a dilemma again. “Sister Xia, this isn’t something that we can decide. It all depends 

on the investors. We will do whatever they ask us to do. Li Yue and Qin Yuan’s scenes have already been 

cut, but with Jiang Yu’s scenes, the duration will definitely exceed. So we decided to take advantage of 

the fact that Jiang Yu hasn’t started filming yet to cut her scenes first. That way, it’ll be more convenient 

later on.” 

“But it won’t be cut to two scenes, right?” Sister Xia threw the script in her hand at the director, “Take a 

look for yourself, huh?! There weren’t many lines to begin with, but now that you’ve cut them, there’s 

not even a single line! Could it be that our Jiang Yu is here to be a mute guest star?!” 

“We really have no choice…” The director’s voice became softer and softer as he looked at Jiang Yu for 

help. 

Jiang Yu understood and stopped Sister Xia. “Sister Xia, you can’t blame the director for this. After all, 

everyone is paid to do things. The director has to do whatever the higher-ups want him to do, so it’s not 

up to him.” 

“But you can’t cut so many lines, right? And you’ve even changed the character!” Sister Xia picked up 

the script again, she handed it to Jiang Yu. “Take a look for yourself. You went from a strong woman to a 

nameless little girl who was persecuted by others!” 

Jiang Yu flipped through the script and saw two scenes that belonged to her. 

One was in school, wearing a white floral dress and smiling at the person she liked. 

The other was humiliated. Her clothes were tattered and her face was dirty. She looked desperate. 

“There are only two scenes, so it’s pretty easy. The main point is that I don’t need to say anything. That 

makes it even easier for me,” Jiang Yu said with a smile. 

Sister Xia knew that Jiang Yu was only saying this to ease the atmosphere, but she was still very angry. 

“Those who don’t know would think that you’re not famous, that’s why you’re being bullied like this.” 

The director once again explained in a low voice, “Sister Xia, we really don’t dare to bully you guys…” 

“Stop talking,” Sister Xia interrupted the director. “Didn’t you say we were going to shoot? Hurry up and 

shoot. We’ll leave immediately after we’re done. Don’t waste our time here.” 

“Okay, okay!” The director quickly brought Jiang Yu to the dressing room to put on her makeup. 

Jiang Yu first put on a white floral dress, and her hair was simply tied into a ponytail. Moreover, she was 

originally a university student, so her temperament was exactly the same as the character in the script. 

She held a few books in her hands and smiled at the male actor who was acting. 

The scene was over. The director did not even look at it carefully. He sent Jiang Yu to the dressing room 

to change her clothes and then changed her clothes. 



Sister Xia stood beside Jiang Yu and was a little angry. “He didn’t even look at the effects of your shoot? 

And he’s still saying that it wasn’t his own wish. Isn’t that obvious that he’s lying?” 

Jiang Yu sat there and put on makeup. “Maybe he’s just in a hurry.” 

“What’s there to rush? In order to suppress you, Qin Yuan didn’t hesitate to ask the investors to shorten 

the duration of the film, and even her scenes were cut. But no matter how much her scenes were cut, 

it’s still more than yours.” 

The more Sister Xia spoke, the more she felt wronged for Jiang Yu, “If I had known earlier, I wouldn’t 

have helped you take on this film. But the opening ceremony has already been held, and the news has 

already been released. If you say that you’re not going to act anymore, I’m afraid that the public will say 

that you’re acting like a big shot. Sigh, this is too difficult.” 

“It’s fine. Actually, I really want to cut out my scenes.” Jiang Yu smiled, “Otherwise, I’ll have to spend the 

next few days with Li Yue and Qin Yuan. Li Yue is fine, but Qin Yuan will always say some weird things. If I 

listen to her for a month, I might go crazy.” 

“Sigh.” Sister Xia sighed. “I only hope that these two shots have some quality. Don’t give people the 

feeling that you’re just a supporting role that can be easily added.” 

As she spoke, Jiang Yu finished putting on her makeup and went out to shoot the remaining scene. 

Jiang Yu sat on the windowsill in the bedroom. After mulling over her emotions, she quickly got into 

character. 

Chapter 939: Extremely Beautiful 

 

When the director shouted “Begin”, Jiang Yu tightly wrapped herself in her tattered clothes and looked 

out of the window, but she didn’t know where to look. 

This scene was originally set at night, and the director intended to use the moonlight to contrast the 

helplessness and despair of the character at this time. 

However, in order to save time, the director changed the setting to afternoon. Therefore, what shone 

on Jiang Yu’s face was not the moonlight, but the evening light of the setting sun. 

The warm light shone on Jiang Yu’s face, making it seem as if her face was enveloped by the burning 

clouds in the distance. 

At first, the director was a little worried that the evening light would not be able to create that kind of 

desolate and helpless effect. After all, in such a scene, it was usually a harmonious and warm scene. 

Such a scene was really rare. 

However, reality proved that the director was overthinking it. 

Under such a warm light, not only did Jiang Yu manage to grasp the psychology of her character, but her 

performance was even more lonely and helpless than under the moonlight. 



Moreover, Jiang Yu was beautiful. Her dull but sad face was wrapped in the twilight. She looked more 

like a person from a painting who came to this world but was torn and gnawed on by heartless and 

greedy people. 

“Oh my God… This is simply too beautiful…” The staff standing at the side couldn’t help but sigh. “It 

really feels like I’m disappointed in this world.” 

Li Yue and Qin Yuan were also watching Jiang Yu’s filming. Sun Li was very disdainful when she heard 

such comments. 

However, Li Yue could hide her emotions better in front of outsiders, so she smiled and said, “Yes, Jiang 

Yu’s acting skills are indeed good.” 

However, Qin Yuan was not so generous. She did not even know how to put on an act and immediately 

frowned, she said, “Is her acting skills good? I think it’s just so-so. It’s just that her face is a little better, 

which is why you think her acting skills are not bad, right?” 

Li Yue looked at her and said, “Being beautiful has nothing to do with her acting skills. She is indeed 

beautiful, but she is not a vase. Her acting skills are indeed not bad. When I see such an outstanding 

junior, I am also relieved.” 

Qin Yuan smiled disdainfully. “Do you really think so?” 

Li Yue did not feel guilty at all. Instead, she looked at Qin Yuan calmly. “What else? I will age too. When 

the time comes, the entertainment industry will still be dominated by these young people.” 

“I really can’t tell that you will submit to being old?” Qin Yuan clicked her tongue. “If not, why do you say 

that you have been the best actress for two consecutive years? Your acting skills are indeed flawless.” 

Li Yue pretended not to understand and asked, “I’m sincerely praising Jiang Yu’s acting skills. Do you 

think that I’m not sincere?” 

Qin Yuan turned her face away. “Who knows if you’re sincere or not.” 

Just then, the director shouted, “Cut!” 

Jiang Yu came out of the scene and was about to remove her makeup and go home. 

The director walked over and praised, “Jiang Yu, that scene just now was really beautiful. There was a 

sense of loneliness and fragmentation. I have a new movie to prepare. Are you willing to be the female 

lead?” 

Before Jiang Yu could say anything, sister Xia stood up and rejected, “No. You should find someone else 

to be the female lead. We can’t afford to be the female lead in your movie!” 

“Hey, Sister Xia! Don’t be angry…” 

Before the director could finish his words, Sister Xia had already brought Jiang Yu to the dressing room 

to change and remove her makeup. 

Jiang Yu didn’t have a good impression of the director, so it didn’t matter whether he filmed movies or 

TV series. 



“I’ll help you reject all the director’s invitations in the future.” Sister Xia gritted her teeth. “Including the 

wrap party after this movie ends!” 

Jiang Yu could tell that sister Xia was very angry about the director cutting the scenes. 

So she comforted her, “I only have two scenes in this movie. I’m not even a supporting character, let 

alone the third female lead. How can a director invite a guest character when he’s treating us to a wrap 

dinner?” 

“But look at him just now. He clearly wants you to be the female lead in his new movie!” Sister Xia was 

indignant, “If he has the time, he might as well look for Li Yue or Qin Yuan! Why is he looking for you? 

Don’t tell me he wants to cut out your scenes again?” 

Sister Xia was really angry. Her lips were trembling with anger. 

Jiang Yu smiled and said, “Sister Xia, don’t be angry. You heard it just now. The director said that I acted 

very well in that scene.” 

“What’s the use of just relying on that?” Sister Xia said, “I’ll help you take on more work. Before the 

award list is announced, I’ll let you show your face in front of the public.” 

Chapter 940: Kang He’s Embarrassment 

 

“I still have one thing to do right now. Don’t help me with my work for the time being,” Jiang Yu said as 

she removed her makeup. 

“What work?” Sister Xia did not remember what Jiang Yu had been up to recently. The only thing she 

remembered was the appearance of the flying catkins in the lounge. 

Could it be that thing? 

Hence, sister Xia asked, “Do you know who put the flying catkins in the lounge?” 

Jiang Yu paused for a moment before she slowly said, “It’s Jiang Ran. There’s a camera in the corner that 

captured the whole process of Jiang Ran doing this.” 

“It really is her. It’s so scary.” Sister Xia found it hard to imagine that even the down and out Jiang Ran 

would be ruthless to Jiang Yu. 

“She’s already in prison. I just went to see her this morning.” 

“Why did you look at her? A person like her is not worthy of sympathy.” Sister Xia shook her head. “I 

really didn’t expect that she would hate you so much. Even if she has to sacrifice the rest of her life, she 

still wants to harm you.” 

“I only hope that she can reflect on herself in prison. She can continue to hate me and hate me, but 

don’t do anything bad after she gets out.” 

This was Jiang Yu’s only hope for Jiang Ran. 



She had lived a terrible and uncomfortable life for the first half of her life. She hated everyone she saw 

who was better than her. In the end, she ended up in prison. 

In that case, she would have to live a more comfortable and happy life for the rest of her life. She would 

always hate Jiang Ran. Wouldn’t that mean that she wouldn’t be able to live in peace even if she died? 

However, Sister Xia believed that with Jiang Ran’s brainless personality, even if she went to prison and 

suffered, she wouldn’t be able to make any changes. “Then just wait and see. She won’t change. After 

she gets out of prison, she will still hate you. She will still do the things that hurt you one after another.” 

“If that’s really the case, then she will never have a good ending in her life.” Jiang Yu sighed. 

“Oh right, you said that you have another matter on your hands. What is it?” Sister Xia asked. 

“It’s about the Kang family,” Jiang Yu explained. 

Sister Xia didn’t quite understand. “Eh? Did something happen to the Kang family again?” 

“No.” Jiang Yu shook her head. 

This matter was indeed a matter of the Kang family, but it wasn’t a matter of the main branch, but a side 

branch. 

With the fall of Jing Chi, the biggest business partner in Kang He’s hands was gone. Even if there was a 

business partner, it would only take up a small portion of Gu You’s business. It wouldn’t be enough to fill 

Jing Chi’s hole. 

Therefore, Kang He had been having a headache recently because she could not find a partner as big as 

Jing Chi for the time being. 

After Kang Xue found out about this, she immediately told Jiang Yu. 

Jiang Yu had originally planned to look for Kang He after the filming of this movie was over. However, 

the director cut out her scenes, which saved Jiang Yu the time. 

She found Kang He, who was anxious because he could not fill the hole in Jing Chi. 

When she saw Jiang Yu, it was as if she had seen the god of plague, wishing that she could be kicked out. 

However, when she remembered that she was the granddaughter of her great-grandfather, she held 

back. 

“What are you doing here?” Kang He was not in a good mood. “It’s enough that you sent President Jing 

to prison. Do you want to send me to prison as well?” 

Jiang Yu smiled and said, “That’s not it. You didn’t do anything illegal. How could I send you to prison?” 

“Then why are you here? We don’t have any interaction between us. You’re not here to make fun of me, 

right?” 

Jiang Yu did not intend to continue beating around the bush with Kang He. Instead, she went straight to 

the point and said, “I’m here to discuss a cooperation with you.” 



“You want to cooperate with me?” Kang He looked at Jiang Yu in disbelief. “It’s broad daylight. Are you 

talking in your sleep?” 

“Of course not.” Jiang Yu smiled, “When Jing Chi is imprisoned, the biggest business partner in your 

hands will be gone. And in the entire business world, there are very few businessmen with the status of 

Jing Chi. The Mo family is too powerful. You can’t reach a high enough position, and you feel that other 

businessmen have too little power and are not qualified. Am I right?” 

Kang He was shocked. She didn’t expect Jiang Yu to be able to say her thoughts so accurately. 

“What, what do you want?” Kang He couldn’t figure out Jiang Yu. Could it be that she really came here 

today to cooperate with him? 

“Didn’t I say it? I want to cooperate with you.” Jiang Yu took out a check from her bag. The number on it 

was exactly the same as the number written on the check by Jing Chi. 

“You really want to cooperate with me?” Kang He still couldn’t believe it. 

“I already gave you the check. How could it be fake?” Jiang Yu smiled. “But I have a condition. As long as 

you agree to this condition, I will give you this check.” 

“What condition?” Kang He knew that Jiang Yu wouldn’t come to talk about cooperation with him for no 

reason. 

“My condition is very simple. Take out eight percent of my shares and give it to Kang Xue. This money 

can be considered as my investment together with Kang Xue,” said Jiang Yu. 

 


